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Regulator/Audio II PCB

The Regulator/Audio II PCB has built-in circuits for regulating the +5 VDC logic power to the CPU and amplifying the audio from the game ROM.

Regulator Circuit

The regulator consists of voltage drop pass transistor Q3 and Q3's driver transistor Q2. The regulator accurately regulates the logic power of the CPU by monitoring the voltage through the inputs +SENSE and -SENSE. The regulator regulates the +5 VDC and ground inputs to the +5 VDC and ground inputs to +5 VDC. Once adjusted, the voltage at the input remain constant at this voltage.

Regulator Adjustment

1. Connect a voltmeter between +5 VDC and ground of the game PCB.
2. Adjust variable resistor R9 on the Regulator/Audio II PCB for +5 VDC reading on the voltmeter.
3. Connect a voltmeter between +5 VDC and ground of the Regulator/Audio II PCB. Voltmeter reading should be greater than +5.5 VDC. If greater than +5.5 VDC, adjust the variable resistor on both the game PCB and the Regulator/Audio II PCB.
4. If cleaning PCB edge connectors reduces the voltage difference, connect minus lead of voltmeter to test point of Regulator/Audio II PCB. Voltmeter should indicate at least +5.5 VDC. If not, adjust the variable resistor on the game PCB. From this point, the harness circuit is dropping the voltage to the appropriate harness wire connection.

Audio Circuit

The audio circuit contains two integrated amplifiers. Each amplifier consists of a TR3020 NE3020, giving an effective gain of 2.2.
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